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CORRIDORS
Figure 11 shows the locations of various types of corridors within the Leoland landscape. This cor-
ridor analysis departed somewhat from convention in that it included as corridors two landscape 
elements that do not have high contrast with the surrounding matrix: hiking trails and riparian forest 
corridors. This approach seemed justiﬁed by the functional importance of these relatively linear phe-
nomena within the landscape, that of fostering transport of organisms (including humans) from one 
part of the landscape to another.
Roads - The major road corridors in Leoland are gravel-surfaced one-lane routes (with the 
exception of paved sections on the lower portions of Rds. 4630-200 and 4631) initially devel-
oped to provide logging access and (in the case of the 4630/4630-200 system) construction and 
maintenance for the pipeline between Harriet Lake and Three Lynx. These road corridors are 
relatively narrow, consisting of the roadbed itself and a narrow (generally less than 20’ wide on 
either side) verge. The vegetation of the verge usually consists of a mixture of grasses, forbs and 
shrubs, some non-native. The most common species are: common brome, orchardgrass, bracken 
fern, Queen Anne’s lace, swordfern, white hawkweed, ﬁreweed, vine maple, willow, Scotch 
broom, trailing blackberry, bigleaf maple and red alder (scientiﬁc and common names of all spe-
cies are cross-referenced in the Appendix).
Trails - Trails #702, #703 and #704 are recreational hiking trails that originate within the Leo-
land area. There is limited hiking opportunity within Leoland itself, conﬁned primarily to trail 
#703 along the lower portion of Cripple Creek. Trails #702 and #704 provide access to unroaded 
recreation opportunities in the Cache Meadow/Salmon-Huckleberry Wilderness and Mitchell 
Flat areas, respectively; only the trailheads and short sections of the trails are within the bound-
ary of Leoland. Trail corridors, except for the narrow tread itself, are indistinguishable vegeta-
tively from the patch type in which they occur.
Pipeline - The Harriet Lake-Three Lynx pipeline consists of a large-diameter, half-buried pipe 
that traverses Leoland from southeast to northwest, carrying water to generate hydroelectric 
power at the Portland General Electric plant at Three Lynx. The pipeline corridor averages 
between about 30’ to 50’ wide, and consists of vegetation similar to that of roadside verges (see 
“Roads” corridor description, above). It is shown as a separate patch in Figure 10 because it is 
such a distinct feature of the Leoland landscape, and presumably affects movements of big game C
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animals in some areas. It generally has very high contrast with surrounding landscape elements, 
compositionally and structurally.
Mature Forest/Riparian corridors - Forested riparian corridors within Leoland are scarce, due both 
to the nature of the topography and the history of timber harvest. Cripple Creek and its South Fork 
are the major drainages. The South Fork lacks a well-deﬁned forested corridor due to past timber 
harvest. The main stem of Cripple Creek is relatively forested along its length, and appears to provide 
connectivity (both with respect to water ﬂow and mature forest habitat) between the late successional 
forests of the unroaded area to the north and east and that along the Clackamas River. There are 
signiﬁcant breaks in the corridor where the pipeline, a clearcut and Rd. 4635 cross Cripple Creek, but 
there are as well substantial stretches where the mature forest is intact.
The corridor shown in Figure 11 along Cripple Creek was delineated somewhat arbitrarily to provide 
a width of 500’ on either side of the stream, a minimum width thought to provide non-edge habitat 
within the corridor if the surrounding matrix were removed. It should be emphasized that the actual 
functional riparian corridor (zone of increased use for animal dispersal, zone of use by ripariandepen-
dent species, etc.) is not known precisely, but is presumed to be within the area delineated.
The vegetative aspect of the Cripple Creek corridor is similar to that of the forested patches that sur-
round it - primarily Western Hemlock Zone late successional and old growth Douglas-ﬁr forest. The 
ﬂoodplain is not sufﬁciently developed to have a distinct zone of riparian vegetation discernible from 
the landscape view. However, structural differences can be seen, with larger trees and a somewhat 
more diverse canopy near the stream.
There are two signiﬁcant additional forested riparian corridors adjacent to Leoland that should be 
mentioned: one along the Clackamas River to the west and the other on the Oak Grove Fork of the 
Clackamas River to the south. Although both of these corridors have major roads within them, they 
are thought to provide connectivity among the mature forest stands within the highly fragmented 
larger landscape that contains Leoland. A small part of the Clackamas River forest corridor is actually 
within the boundaries of Leoland.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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Mature Forest/Riparian 
Roads
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The concept of landscape ﬂows is discussed in Chapter 2. Flow phenomena are those things that 
move across or through landscapes, whether in the air, over land or in the soil (Forman and Godro 
1986). They can be energy or material ﬂows, expressed through living or non-living ecosystem con 
ponents. Flows may be generalized over large sectors of the landscape, or conﬁned to distinct con 
dors of a particular patch type or landform feature (e.g., stream corridors). The landscape ﬂows of 
greatest pertinence to the Landscape Analysis/Design Process are water, wind, ﬁre, animals (ﬂyinc 
and ground-based), plants (particularly noxious weeds and non-native species) and humans (of va ous 
“user groups” - recreationists of different types, commercial users, etc.).
Some have argued about the appropriateness of including humans as a landscape ﬂow in this analy-
sis, asserting that humans are not a natural part of the landscape. But the fact is, people ARE present 
within and surrounding National Forest and their effects, needs, desires and expectations cannot rea-
sonably be ignored in the design of forest landscapes. The priority that those needs and desires should 
have relative to other landscape ﬂows is a question of values, not science, and individual practitioners 
must struggle with that question in the context of their own situation. Step 4 of the Landscape Analy-
sis and Design Process DOES consider the patterns and functional aspects of landscapes created via 
natural disturbance processes, apart from human activities.
It is probably not realistic or necessary to consider ALL the landscape ﬂows in a particular applica-
tion. Often prior knowledge of the analysis area, as well as information developed through public 
scoping, will help determine a few ﬂow phenomena that are of greatest concern or interest. Conﬁning 
the analysis to those items will increase efﬁciency. This step is not meant to simply be an inventory of 
landscape ﬂow phenomena, but is really intended to lead to an understanding of the functional roles 
played by various landscape elements identiﬁed in Step 1. Later in Step 3 the interaction between 
landscape elements and ﬂows will be analyzed; out of this analysis emerges the relationships between 
ecosystem structure and function. Since the Landscape Analysis and Design Process is intended to 
lead toward a pattern of landscape elements that fosters continued function of important landscape 
ﬂows, two central questions are:
In the future, what ﬂow phenomena will be critical in this landscape?
Which ﬂow phenomena are most likely to be affected by human activities? Some may not be s 
riously affected by changes in landscape pattern and are thus not as critical to the analysis.
STEP 2
LANDSCAPE FLOWSForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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The next phase of this Step is to describe in spatial terms (on a map if possible) how the landscape 
ﬂows are occurring. The following questions should be addressed:
Where in the landscape does a particular ﬂow occur? Is it dependent on a particular landscape 
element (matrix, corridor or network)?
What is the direction of the ﬂow?
What is the timing (e.g., is it seasonal)?
Four landscape ﬂow phenomena are demonstrated in this Step, based on what seemed to be of great-
est public concern and most likely to be affected by management activities: elk, deer, humans and 
water. Mountain lions were considered as an addition to the list, as there have been several sightings 
in Leoland, and they are known to occur in the unroaded areas to the north. It was concluded, howev-
er, that because of the intensity of human activities in the area, as well as the number of roads, use of 
Leoland by mountain lions is probably peripheral. There are other species (notably river otter, beaver 
and bobcat) that are of interest as well, but that are ignored in this example to reduce complexity. 
A problem that emerged with wildlife information in general in this analysis, was a lack of data on 
migration patterns. In other words, there is abundant data on locations where individual animals have 
been sighted, but little on how they get from one place to another, or on their tolerances of changes 
in landscape pattern. Ranger District biologists were helpful in making inferences about patterns of 
movement based on their knowledge of habitat use, and it would be helpful for future analyses if this 
dimension were more adequately addressed in wildlife monitoring. Landscape ﬂows in Leoland are 
shown in Figure 12.
Elk - Elk are commonly sighted throughout Leoland, particularly at the lowest elevations. Most 
of the observations in the Mitchell ﬂat area occur during the summer months, while those below 
occur at all times of the year. Elk use of wetlands and other openings in the winter range portion 
of Leoland is particularly intense. The juxtaposition of forage areas and thermal cover (mature 
forest) presents a particularly favorable habitat situation. It is believed that the elk from Mitchell 
Flat actually migrate east into the Shellrock Creek drainage during the winter. The elk present 
in the Leoland winter range are thought to migrate from the Oak Grove Fork drainage and the 
Clackamas River drainage to the south.
STEP 2
LANDSCAPE FLOWS IN LEOLANDC
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                                                  LANDSCAPE FLOWS
Trails
Roads
Seasonal deer migration
Seasonal elk migration
Surface ﬂow
Subsurface ﬂow
Big game winter range
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Deer - Deer are also abundant in Leoland. Both good forage and cover are found throughout 
the area, with many favorable shrub species occurring in older clearcuts, rock outcroppings and 
other openings. Like elk, deer exhibit intense winter use in the lower elevations of Leoland, due 
to the diverse pattern of openings and closed forest. It is believed that that deer migrate between 
the higher elevation summer range (Mitchell Flat and unroaded areas to the north) and win-
ter range using major ridges in the vicinity of Cripple Creek as travel-ways. The pipeline that 
traverses the area is thought to be a barrier to this seasonal migration, and creating “bridges” for 
increased crossing opportunities has been considered.
Water - Water was chosen for analysis as a landscape ﬂow in this exercise because of its role in 
the earthﬂow portion of Leoland. It controls the pattern of wetlands within the forest matrix, and 
inﬂuences earth movement in unstable areas. Upper elevation areas (above about 3600’) have 
a more or less winter-long snowpack. Below this, the snowpack is subject to melting during 
periods of winter warming. When this condition is combined with heavy rain, the water table of 
the earthﬂow area is at its maximum and land movement is most likely to occur. This situation 
is exacerbated by increases in hydrologically “open” (i.e., areas without closed canopy forest) 
patches in the landscape.
People - Leoland has an important human component, due both to the actual presence of people 
and the effects of their activities. There are settlements at Ripplebrook, Timber Lake Job Corps 
Center, Three Lynx and Oak Grove. Recreation activities are primarily dispersed camping, hunt-
ing, huckleberry picking, target shooting and viewing. The area also provides access to unroaded 
recreation/backcountry recreation opportunities to the north and east. Because of its proximity 
to the Portland metropolitan area and ease of access, Leoland experiences some degree of illegal 
activities, notably illegal hunting. The dense network of old spur roads in the low elevation part 
of the landscape somewhat facilitates these activities. Commercial timber harvest is currently 
quite limited in Leoland, due both to the Forest Plan land allocation and to extent of earlier har-
vesting. At this time, commercial thinning is probably more common than regeneration harvest. 
There are timber sales occurring north of Leoland along Rd. 4635, which results in signiﬁcant 
log truck trafﬁc along Rds. 4635, 4630 and 4631 during periods of log haul.
The landscape pattern in Leoland bears extensive evidence of past human activities. Clearcutting has 
created extensive stands of saplings/poles and shrub/forb openings (see Figure 10). The pattern in the C
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earthﬂow portion of the landscape (where harvesting occurred during and shortly after World War II) 
is one of large, irregularly-shaped openings, with almost no residual large trees or snags. As logging 
practices have changed with time, the pattern (found in the middle and upper elevations in Leoland) 
has become one of smaller, more square or rectangular openings within the forest matrix, containing 
variable amounts of residual trees and snags.
Rock quarries, roads, altered wetlands and the pipeline offer additional evidence of human use, past 
and present.
In the introduction to this Process, it was stated that the overall goal is to use the ecosystem model 
(structure/function) as the basis for designing and analyzing landscapes. In this Step, what that model 
is for a particular analysis area is deﬁned. Speciﬁcally, this Step describes how the landscape ele-
ments (matrix, patches, corridors and pattern) mapped in Step 1 function relative to the landscape 
ﬂows listed in Step 2.
The central question for this step is:
How do the individual landscape elements, as well as the landscape pattern, interact with (foster, 
inhibit, increase, direct, etc.) individual landscape ﬂows?
Out of this grows an understanding of how the landscape functions as an ecological system. Some-
times it is useful to think in terms of the 5 basic categories of functions (capture, cycling, production, 
storage, output). For example, areas of habitat connectivity between adjacent landscapes perform 
capture, cycling and output functions; wetland landscape elements provide a storage function for 
water; and so forth. While such a framework helps systematize our thinking, it can also lead to unnec-
essary detail. It would be inefﬁcient to slavishly analyze every last combination of landscape element 
and ﬂow when such analysis does not appear to be yielding useful information. Keeping the ultimate 
objective (to describe how the landscape performs as a system) in mind is important.
A problem that arises here, as well as other places in this Process, is lack of information. Not only 
is empirical data about the relationships between ﬂows and elements lacking, but even worse, un-
derstanding of some of the conceptual aspects is still rather rudimentary. For example, the issue of 
how connectivity occurs through corridors and the matrix for various groups of organisms is not well 
understood. However, it is important to use what IS known.
STEP 3
RELATION BETWEEN LANDSCAPE
STRUCTURES AND FLOWSForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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There are many different ways to display the results of this Step. In this example, a simple two-way 
matrix is used, with landscape elements on one axis and ﬂows on the other. This approach may not 
work well if there are a large number of element types or ﬂows. Sometimes maps or simple descrip-
tive paragraphs may communicate the information better. Readers are encouraged to experiment with 
display techniques, always remembering the objective of this step is to describe the dynamics of and 
relationships within the landscape ecosystem.
Figure 13 summarizes the relationships between the landscape elements (matrix, corridors, patches; 
from the Step 1 analysis) in Leoland and the major ﬂow phenomena described in Step 2. From this 
information, functional aspects of the Leoland landscape can begin to be inferred. For example, the 
matrix types (large and small sawtimber) provide important cover for big game animals, snow reten-
tion and snowmelt regulation, and certain human needs/desires (commercial products, recreation 
opportunities, scenery).
The landscape pattern itself, the arrangement of patches within the matrix, also affects the way land-
scape ﬂows occur in Leoland. As has been mentioned earlier, the juxtaposition of forage openings 
(wetlands and shrub-dominated clearcuts) to mature forest (for cover) has made the lower elevation 
portions of Leoland excellent winter range. This edgy, high contrast landscape is desirable for deer 
and elk, and thus also for hunting, enhanced by the dense network of spur roads. At the same time, 
the degree of hydrologic “openness” has probably increased the rate and amount of runoff, and thus 
the risk of earthﬂow events.
The pattern of natural rock openings embedded within the forest matrix in the middle and upper ele-
vations of Leoland has also created favorable habitat conditions for deer and elk. Numerous desirable 
shrub and forb species are found in these areas making them valuable for foraging, with the forests 
providing cover and connectivity between them.
In the upper elevations of Leoland, the pattern is one of a forest matrix with interspersed square or 
rectangular clearcuts. The predominance of the forest matrix probably fosters snowpack retention, 
slowing the inﬂux of groundwater into the earthﬂow area during the spring. For humans, the visual 
impact of the pattern is one of unnatural shapes and straight lines, which is undesirable to some.
STEP 3 EXAMPLE
LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS/FLOW
INTERACTIONS IN LEOLANDC
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LANDSCAPE ELEMENT† LANDSCAPE FLOW
ELK DEER WATER PEOPLE
MATRIX
Large sawtimber
(>21 “)
Optimal cover; important late/
early season habitat; forage where 
canopy open
Same as elk Snowpack retention in high elevs.; 
mitigates rain-on-snow in mid-elev.
Visually “forested”; hiking opportu-
nities; commercial value
Small sawtimber
(11 “-21 “)
Same as large sawtimber, fewer 
forage opportunities
Same as elk Same as large sawtimber Same as large sawtimber but 
not as valuable commercially or 
aesthetically
IMMATURE FOREST PATCHES
Closed sapling/pole Little value; possible thermal cover Same as elk Hydrologically “recovered” but 
lacks snowpack retention capability 
of large or small sawtimber
Visually an opening from a dis-
tance; little commercial or recre-
ational value
Open sapling/pole Small amount of forage present Forage where shrubs present 
(mostly lower elevations)
Hydrologically “open”; earlier and 
faster snowmelt 
Visually an opening; good hunting 
opportunities
Shrub/forb Good natural forage at lower eleva-
tions, opportunity for enhancement 
at upper elevations
Same as elk Same as open sapling/pole Visually an opening, may enhance 
views of distant landscapes; 
hunting,poaching, huckleberry 
picking; good fall color; offensive 
to some
Shelterwood Same as shrub/forb Same as shrub/forb Same as shrub/forb Same as shrub/forb Natural visual 
and vegetative diversity; viewpoint 
opportunity; outstanding fall color
ROCK PATCHES Some forage Good forage, especially where 
shrubs are abundant; access may 
be limited
Rapid runoff
WETLAND PATCHES
Shrub/graminoid Abundant forage, esp. in crucial 
winter range
Same as elk Important storage, ﬁltering; slows 
runoff in earthﬂow area 
Visually attractive; wildlife viewing 
opportunities
Alder swamp Abundant forage as well as cover Same as elk Same as shrub/graminoid Same as shrub/graminoidForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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LANDSCAPE ELEMENT† LANDSCAPE FLOW
ELK DEER WATER PEOPLE
ALTERED PATCHES
Rock quarry Harassment Harassment Rapid runoff Rock source; target shooting; visu-
ally offensive to some
Altered wetland Forage; harassment Forage; harassment Storage/ﬁltering functions may be 
affected
Visually open; target shooting, 
hunting; opportunity for restora- 
tion of natural vegetation
Pipeline route vegetation Small amt. of forage; may impede 
migration
Same as elk Little effect Appears unnatural; water source 
for hydroelectric power plant
Developments Harassment Harassment Rapid runoff Variety of uses; appears unnatural
CORRIDORS
Roads Harassment when open, travel 
corridor if closed
Harassment when open, travel 
corridor if closed
Possibility of instability/washouts in 
earthﬂow area, esp. where steep
Major means of travel through the 
landscape
Trails Little effect Little effect Little effect Trails #702 and #704 provide dis- 
persed rec. access to un-roaded 
areas. Opportunity to improve 
lower portion of Cripple Cr. trail to 
connect Mitchell Flat to Clack. R.
Pipeline . . . see entries for pipe-
line patch type, above
Mature forest/riparian Probably used as travel corridors Same as elk Protection of streambanks and 
stream; source of large woody 
debris for stream structure; runoff 
retention
Enhanced dispersed recreational 
opportunities
† See pp 4.8-4.17 for a more complete description of landscape elements in Leoland.C
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Without getting into a full discussion of the extent to which humans can or should dominate nature, 
it seems reasonable to propose that an understanding of natural processes, particularly large-scale 
disturbances and succession, should provide part of the background used to prescribe the landscape 
patterns that are created in National Forests. For many reasons, “naturalness” in National Forests has 
increasing value in American society today. That value is often expressed as concern with two very 
different manifestations of “naturalness”: biological diversity and aesthetics. Almost without excep-
tion, statements of objectives about these two topics include the term “natural”. Thus, in this attempt 
to understand landscapes as ecological systems, it is helpful to pose the following questions:
What agents of change at the landscape level would have existed in the natural ecosystem?
What would their effect have been on the landscape pattern (arrangement, composition, size and 
shape of patches; connectivity; characteristics of the matrix; etc.)?
How might natural landscape patterns have inﬂuenced the behavior of disturbance phenomena?
Answering these questions frames the possibilities of the landscape - what might be. It also helps de-
ﬁne what “natural-appearing” means for a particular area, and what natural landscape-level diversity 
is. The underlying natural landscape patterns deﬁne the “spirit of the place”, the landscape character. 
Finally, through an understanding of the rate and nature of change, it tells how stable a particular 
conﬁguration of landscape elements is likely to be. These are all extremely important aspects of inter-
preting and designing landscapes.
Disturbance and succession are really two facets of a single phenomenon: change. Disturbances are 
events that result in radical change in vegetative characteristics within the landscape, often in a very 
short time. Disturbances can be described in terms of their type, intensity, frequency, duration and 
effect. Fire, wind, insects and pathogens, and landslides seem to be the disturbance phenomena most 
useful for envisioning natural landscape patterns in the Western Cascades. The relative importance of 
each varies from one area to another; in the Landscape Analysis and Design Process, focusing only 
on those that are strong determinants of landscape pattern, and ignoring the others, is a practical ap-
proach.
Succession is simply natural replacement of vegetative communities, one by another, following an 
event that alters the original vegetation. Theoretically, the original vegetation is eventually restored 
STEP 4
NATURAL DISTURBANCES
AND SUCCESSIONForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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and remains relatively constant in composition until the next destructive event. But until that original 
state is regained, the vegetation is dynamic. It is useful to know how fast a patch type will change 
into something different, as well as what it will change into, because the functions (e.g., wildlife habi-
tat, hydrologic function, visual appearance) of different communities varies signiﬁcantly. Thus, the 
successional state of the patches in the landscape determines how well particular objectives will be 
met at a POINT in time; the successional process itself, played out across the landscape, determines 
how well those objectives will be met THROUGH time.
Again, the task in this Step is to understand how landscape patterns (the composition and arrange-
ment of landscape elements) result from the action of change agents. Since most people are used 
to thinking of forest landscapes as relatively unchanging, it is tempting to take an erroneous detour 
at this point, and try to determine a single “historical” reference point in time for describing pat-
terns created by disturbances. It must be emphasized that, since landscapes are dynamic, the pattern 
changes, sometimes radically, through time. (For example, in the Western Cascades the landscape 
pattern looks very different immediately after a major several-thousand-acre ﬁre than it would 150 
years later.) So, several reference points are often needed to obtain a complete picture of the interac-
tion between disturbance phenomena and landscape pattern.
A frustration that may crop up in this Step is that information about disturbances and their effects on 
landscape patterns will generally be incomplete if it exists at all. This is particularly true in the East-
ern United States where lack of evidence of natural vegetation communities and landscape patterns 
leaves much to conjecture. In the Paciﬁc Northwest, historic records of ﬁres or outbreaks of insects 
or pathogens can often be found. Maps of stand age classes are also helpful in interpreting historic 
ﬁre patterns. Panoramic photographs that predate timber harvest are of signiﬁcant value in getting a 
visual picture of natural landscape patterns.
Another question that sometimes arises is whether to include aboriginal humans as change agents, as 
in some areas native Americans used ﬁre to create vegetative communities amenable to their hunting 
and foraging methods. Thus, the question is whether the deﬁnition of “natural” should include such 
disturbances. After considerable thought and debate on this subject, the authors have decided it is as 
much a philosophical question as it is an ecological one, and therefore leave it to individual practitio-
ners to ﬁnd a solution that ﬁts their particular circumstances.C
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Although a variety of natural forces of change have shaped the Leoland landscape, the two that to 
have dominated are ﬁre and earthﬂow, creating the diverse pattern of patches of various kinds seen in 
Figures 14A-14C. Although Leoland is too far from the camera position in these photographs to see 
much detail, some valuable clues as to the effects of ﬁre and earthﬂow are present.
Admittedly, these photographs represent a single point in time, and the landscape, especially in terms 
of structure and composition of individual patches, is dynamic. However, the pattern (sizes, shapes, 
arrangement) of patches shown is probably “typical” of what might be expected to occur at ANY 
point in time. In other words, out of all the possible landscape elements that might occur in Leoland, 
most of them are represented (or can be inferred), in a typical arrangement, in the photos.
FIRE
From Figures 14A-14C, it is apparent that the effects of ﬁre on landscape patterns have varied within 
different parts of the landscape, probably due to the control exerted over ﬁre behavior by landforms.
In the Clackamas River ﬂoodplain and its lower sideslopes (including the lower earthﬂow portion 
of Leoland), ﬁres have created a very diverse, patchy pattern of forests of varying ages, almost as if 
the ﬁre “meandered” across the landscape. Patches come in many sizes and shapes, have curvilinear 
edges and offer a high degree of internal structural diversity (snags, islands of residual trees, etc.). 
Large-scale, stand-replacing ﬁres in this part of the landscape have probably been relatively infre-
quent. However, lower-intensity ﬁres that created small openings or simply burned ground vegetation 
and killed a few trees probably occurred quite often.
In contrast, the Mitchell Flat area (including the upper portion of Leoland) apparently experienced 
an extensive stand replacement ﬁre that initiated a very uniform, evenaged forest matrix. Evidence 
from surrounding areas indicates that the pattern is typical for this type of landform. Infrequent stand 
replacement ﬁres that burned hundreds or thousands of acres appear to have been a dominant distur-
bance agent in gently-sloping parts of the Paciﬁc Silver Fir and Mountain Hemlock Zones throughout 
the northern Oregon Cascades. Figure 15 shows the conditions that existed shortly after one such 
event near Leoland.
The steeply sloping portion of the landscape between Mitchell Flat and the Clackamas River fhod-
plain also experienced a series of ﬁres, but with yet another pattern resulting. Here patches are quite 
STEP 4 EXAMPLE
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Figure 14 - Landscape views of Leoland-1934, prior to logging
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14BForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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large, and appear strongly inﬂuenced by topographic features such as rock outcroppings and stream 
drainages. The effect is one of “ﬁngers” of vegetation on the hillside. Fires probably burned more 
frequently in this portion of the landscape than any other, due to low effective moisture (dry rocky 
slopes, south aspect).
EARTHFLOW
The instability of the landforms in Leoland have greatly contributed to landscape diversity. Numerous 
patches of outcropping rock, talus, shrub/forb wetlands and alder swamps are scattered throughout 
the earthﬂow area, in varying sizes. The escarpment of the earthﬂow has created a prominent horizon-
tal band of outcropping rock that can be seen in Figures 14A and 14C.
Figure 15 - Mitchell Flat and Indian Ridge,
from High Rock lookout, following
Indian Ridge ﬁre. (Photo date unknown) Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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SUCCESSIONAL PATTERNS
Figure 16 illustrates generalized successional trends within Leoland. In the Western Hemlock Zone, 
early successional stages (shrub-forb and open sapling-pole patch types) last about 10 to 15 years. 
From 0 to 5 years, ﬁreweed and bracken fern are often dominant, especially on burned sites. After 
that, a variety of herbs and shrubs increase in abundance, including:
Shrubs Herbs
Vine maple Fireweed
Bitter cherry Brackenfern
Sticky currant Pearly everlasting
Red-ﬂowered currant Swordfern
Snowberry California hazel
Trailing blackberry Orchardgrass
Western blackcap Bunchberry dogwood
Thimbleberry
Salal
Dwarf Oregongrape
Redstem ceanothus
Snowbrush ceanothus
Red huckleberry
In addition, red alder and bigleaf maple are often present (scientiﬁc and common names are crossref-
erenced in the Appendix).
Between 20 and 50 years, a closed sapling-pole stage dominated by Douglas-ﬁr exists. The tree over-
story is very uniform, and the understory is depauperate if it exists at all. After age 50, the canopy be-
comes more open and late successional forbs and shrubs (dwarf Oregongrape, vine maple, swordfern, 
oxalis, vanilla leaf and salal) increase in the understory. Western hemlock often starts to appear as 
seedlings at this stage. By age 80 the composition of the forested patches has stabilized and is likely 
to persist for centuries. Structural diversity (variation in tree sizes, presence of snags and logs, canopy 
layering) continues to increase with time until the old growth condition is reached (around age 250).C
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In the Paciﬁc Silver Fir and Mountain Hemlock Zones, the same successional patterns occur, but the 
species are different. The earliest successional stages have abundant ﬁreweed and beargrass, often 
with the addition of rhododendron and big huckleberry. Noble ﬁr may be present, as well as Douglas-
ﬁr, Paciﬁc silver ﬁr and western hemlock. These conifers also dominate mature stands, generally with 
an understory of beargrass, rhododendron and big huckleberry. In the Mountain Hemlock Zone por-
tion of Leoland, it appears unlikely that mature forest patches will ever reach large sawtimber size, 
due to low site productivity.
Figure 16 - General successional patterns
in LeolandForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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In delineation of the area on which to perform a landscape analysis, there is generally a desire to 
circumscribe all of the landscape ﬂows or processes that are of concern. Anyone who has actually 
tried to do this realizes that it is impossible. Because different landscape processes operate at varying 
scales, different landscape ﬂows require varying land areas. It is virtually impossible to avoid ad-
dressing functional linkages to areas outside the portion of the landscape being analyzed.
Therefore, the next step in the Landscape Analysis and Design Process is to determine how the 
analysis area being considered ﬁts into the context of the larger landscape. A ﬁrst logical step is to 
examine how the most important ﬂow phenomena interact with areas outside the analysis area, and 
what landscape elements contribute to or affect that interaction. In other words, what things cross the 
borders, and how do they do it? The other aspect of the question of linkages relates to the arrange-
ment of landscape elements in relation to the larger landscape. For example, does the analysis area 
represent an island of unfragmented old growth in a highly fragmented landscape? Does it contain a 
portion of a critical migration route for a particular species? Does it contain an important node in a 
larger network?
Practitioners are cautioned to avoid excessive detail in this Step, in the sense of trying to relate every-
thing to everything else, out to an unreasonably large scale. On the other hand, there does not seem to 
be any systematic way of determining the point at which sufﬁcient analysis of functional linkages has 
been done. The practical approach is to let logic, information and time available constrain this Step, 
obtaining enough understanding of the landscape relationships to at least determine whether local 
analysis area and National Forest objectives are being met.
STEP 5 - LINKAGESC
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Linkages between Leoland and the surrounding landscape occur in various ways. In this example, 
four landscape ﬂow linkages will be described - elk, deer, water and people (Figure 17). These are 
the same ﬂows that were analyzed in Step 2; the difference is that this Step describes dynamics BE-
TWEEN Leoland and adjacent areas, while Step 2 portrayed dynamics WITHIN Leoland.
Seasonal elk migration in and out of Leoland occurs via two major routes: 1) between Mitchell Flat 
(summer range) and winter range in the Shellrock Creek drainage to the east, and 2) between the 
Leoland winter range and summer range areas to the south, across the Oak Grove Fork. These ﬂows 
occur across a variety of landscape patch types that provide a combination of forage and cover.
Deer also migrate in and out of Leoland, but their pattern of movement appears more generalized 
than that of elk. It is known that deer range northward into the unroaded area during the summer, 
then move back into the lower elevations of Leoland in the winter. There is probably also travel along 
the Clackamas River and Oak Grove Fork. As with elk, a combination of forage openings and forest 
cover appears to facilitate seasonal ﬂow.
Water also links Leoland with the outside landscape. Cripple Creek (including the South Fork) and 
Bull Creek are small but signiﬁcant tributaries of the Clackamas River. Anadromous ﬁsh from the 
Clackamas River system are thought to travel a short distance up Cripple Creek. Water as a dynamic 
force within the earthﬂow area also can have downstream effects. Wetlands within the earthﬂow store 
and ﬁlter water prior to release to the Clackamas system. Water can also exacerbate slumping and 
other erosive events, and carry sediment to the Clackamas River.
Finally, people provide a link between the Portland metropolitan area and the Leoland landscape, 
both through their presence and the effects of their activities (mainly timber harvest and develop-
ments). Recreational and commercial travel occurs primarily via the Clackamas River Highway 
(Hwy. 224). In addition, Leoland is part of the scenic view from several locations across the Clacka-
mas River, notably Fish Creek Mountain and Oak Grove Butte.
Figure 18 shows how the overall landscape pattern in Leoland compares with what surrounds it. 
Leoland is, in a sense, transitional between a highly manipulated landscape of small, uniform patches 
and high contrast, and a more natural landscape with a fairly intact matrix and signiﬁcantly less edge. 
This context probably makes Leoland an important interface for a variety of species moving between 
the more disturbed landscape (to the south and west) and the unroaded “refugium” to the north and 
STEP 5 EXAMPLE
LINKAGES BETWEEN LEOLAND AND 
THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPEForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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People travel to and
from Portland via 
Clackamas River Highway
Seasonal deer migration to
and from Mitchell Flat
Seasonal elk migration to 
and from Shellrock Creek
Seasonal elk migration via Oak Grove Fork
into wetlands and forest areas
Leoland contains 
signiﬁcant tributaries to the
Clackamas River systemC
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Figure 18 - Satellite photo of LeolandForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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east (mountain lions may be one example). If this proves to be the case, it will be important in the 
future to provide connectivity across the Leoland landscape in some way. Unfortunately, so little is 
known about this function of Leoland and what species might be involved, that it is not clear what 
habitat characteristics are needed for such connectivity to exist.
With this step, we move out of the Analysis Phase of the Landscape Analysis and Design Process, 
and into the Design Phase. The ﬁrst step in design is to set objectives from which design elements 
are derived. Step 6 looks at what objectives about landscape pattern have already been established 
through the Forest Planning process. Step 7 then tailors and adds to these objectives, using informa-
tion from the Analysis Phase and other sources.
Forest Plans provide a framework and objectives around which the pattern of the landscape is ex-
pected to develop, and reﬂect agreements made between the public and Forest Service. Retrieving 
statements from the Forest Plan about landscape pattern objectives is therefore an essential ﬁrst step 
in designing the landscape pattern for a particular area.
For this task, the portion of the Forest Plan of interest is the Management Direction, speciﬁcally the 
Forestwide and Management Area Standards and Guidelines and Management Area Direction2. It is 
what these documents have to say about landscape pattern that concerns us. It is often tempting at this 
stage to try to design ALL the management direction (e.g., levels of use of particular resources, or in-
dividual stand objectives) into the future landscape. Such a temptation should be strenuously resisted. 
Management direction that does NOT apply to landscape pattern will be satisﬁed in other parts of 
the planning process (e.g., design of particular activities); the task at hand is to glean from the Forest 
Plan what decisions have ALREADY been made about the future landscape pattern.
Usually, Forest Plan direction does not speciﬁcally address landscape pattern, but refers to it indirect-
ly (for example, standards and guidelines describing opening sizes and arrangement in a deer and elk 
winter range allocation). A careful reading of Forest Plan direction will yield a good deal of informa-
tion about landscape pattern that may be couched in other terms. Some things to look for:
Speciﬁcations regarding harvest unit size, composition and dispersal
Designation of priority landscape ﬂows for a particular Management Area (e.g., deer and elk, 
dispersed recreation along river corridors, etc.).
STEP 6
LANDSCAPE PATTERNS FROM 
THE FOREST PLAN
2. Forest Management Direction is found in Chapter 4 of 
Forest Plans, and contains goals, desired future condition 
statements and standards/guidelines (“rule” under which 
management activities may take place) for both the total 
Forest (Forestwide) and individual Management Areas. 
Management Areas are contiguous areas assigned to a 
speciﬁc management strategy.  The strategy becomes the 
prescription for carrying out the goals and objectives for 
the area.C
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Expectations of how the landscape will “look and feel” (Visual Quality Objectives, Recreation 
Opportunity Spectrum classes)
Statements about proportions of an area within certain age or structural classes, or certain wild-
life habitat categories (optimal cover, thermal cover, forage openings, etc.) that tie to speciﬁc 
landscape ﬂows or functions
Varying levels of speciﬁcity as to landscape pattern often exist among Management Area categories 
within individual Forest Plans. Where the direction for a Management Area category is rather general 
and vague with respect to landscape pattern, there is great latitude for interpretation, which may result 
in arguments about what is the “correct” reading of the Plan, as well as inconsistencies of application. 
Where the direction is very speciﬁc, ﬂexibility to meet local analysis area objectives may be limited. 
Either extreme causes a planning team to struggle with meeting the intent of a basically generic plan 
in the context of a real landscape. Guidance from the local decision-maker is needed when this situa-
tion arises.
It is possible that through the Landscape Analysis and Design Process, it may become apparent that 
the landscape ecosystem may be better protected through a different land allocation than what the 
Forest Plan speciﬁes. If this is the case, adjustments to the Forest Plan can be proposed. However, 
the logical starting point is with the land allocation as an accomplished fact, and with the Landscape 
Analysis and Design Process determining how the landscape will function within that framework.
Figure 19 shows the Management Area categories for Leoland, from the Mt. Hood National Forest 
Land and Resource Management Plan (USDA Forest Service, 1990). Direction regarding landscape 
patterns for each management area is summarized below3. To simplify the example, the existence of 
Habitat Conservation Areas, Critical Habitat Areas, and any other layers of temporary or proposed 
direction that have been superimposed on the Forest Plan allocation have been ignored.
FOREST-WIDE DIRECTION
Landscape pattern - Fragmentation of old growth blocks >100 acres should be minimized. At the 
same time, created openings should be separated by leave blocks large enough to contain a logical 
harvest unit (these two statements may be difﬁcult to satisfy together in the same part of the land-
STEP 6 EXAMPLE
FOREST PLAN ALLOCATION IN LEOLAND
3. This information represents a paraphrase of the Goal state-
ments, Desired Future Condition and both Forest-wide and 
Management Area Standards and Guidelines that relate to 
landscape pattern.  The attempt was to restate the direction 
in landscape terminology, with a minimum of interpreta-
tion.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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scape). Existing natural openings (rock outcroppings, meadows, wetlands) should be protected, and 
should not have large created openings adjacent. In general; no more than 35% of the potentially for-
ested area should be in the shrub/forb or open sapling-pole patch type (“hydrologically disturbed”) at 
a time, and the proportion of those patch types within the landscape should remain relatively constant 
through time. Further, at least 20% of the area should be in the large sawtimber patch type (optimal 
cover), and an additional 10% in the closed sapling-pole or later successional stages (thermal cover). 
In winter range the thermal cover proportion should be at least 20% .
Patch speciﬁcations - Shrub-forb openings created to provide deer and elk forage should be irregu-
larly shaped, and conﬁgured such that there is never more than a 600-foot distance to a forested 
edge (thermal cover). In the Western Hemlock and Paciﬁc Silver Fir Zones, shrub/forb and open 
sapling-pole patches should not exceed 60 acres in size; openings are restricted to 40 acres or less 
in the Mountain Hemlock Zone. On an area basis, the average size of shrub/forb and open sapling-
pole patches should be less than 20 acres in winter range and less than 30 acres everywhere else. 
Unevenaged patches should not be created on steep (>30%) slopes unless logging systems can be 
set such that damage to residual trees will be avoided. Corridors - Riparian buffers (typically a 100’ 
minimally-disturbed zone on either side of a stream) should be maintained in a natural, mature forest 
condition. In winter range, the density of roads open to vehicle travel should not exceed 2.0 mi/mi2. 
Elsewhere, the density should not exceed 2.5 mi/mi2. Trails should be developed to disperse recre-
ational use.
DIRECTION FOR SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT AREAS
A4 - Special Interest - Scenic (Roaring River Special Interest Area). The goal of this designation is to 
protect and promote public enjoyment and recreational use of the scenic values of the unroaded area. 
The Forest Plan has little to say about the landscape pattern for this Management Area, except that it 
is to have a predominantly natural appearance, especially from roads, trails and areas of high recre-
ational use. 
B1 - Clackamas Wild and Scenic River Corridor (Recreational Segment). There is very little stated 
about landscape pattern for this management area. The goal for this segment is mainly to protect the 
visual quality from Hwy. 224 and the riverside trails. Evidence of human activities should not domi-
nate the landscape.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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B2 - Scenic Viewshed. The goal here is to provide visually attractive scenery as seen from Hwy 224. 
The landscape should look primarily forested, with openings that appear natural, and in harmony 
with the landforms (this area already has a number of natural rock openings that provide some pattern 
diversity within the general forest matrix). The transportation corridors should foster dispersed recre-
ational use and provide views of unusual or interesting landform features.
B8 - Earthﬂow. This Management Area is intended to protect large, slow-moving earthﬂows from 
acceleration of earth movement, by maintaining their hydrologic and physical integrity. The Leoland 
earthﬂow is considered “high risk”, which means a very conservative approach to removal of forest 
cover is taken. The direction described in the Forest Plan for the landscape pattern in this Manage-
ment Area is quite speciﬁc. Basically, it is a matrix of mature and young forests with a few scattered 
small created openings, arranged such that there are fairly large blocks of unfragmented mature 
forest. The landscape pattern should, at any one time, have no more than 10% of the area in an open 
sapling-pole or shrub-forb patch type (be hydrologically disturbed). (Note: The earthﬂow portion of 
Leoland does not presently meet this standard). Apart from that, a variety of structural classes (open 
sapling-pole, small and large sawtimber) will be part of the landscape pattern. Since this is also deer 
and elk winter range, 25% of the landscape area should be in large sawtimber (optimal cover) consist-
ing of blocks 30 acres or larger, at least 600 feet across. Interspersed will be small (10 acres or less) 
shrub-forb openings for deer and elk forage.
C1 - Timber Emphasis. The goal of this Management Area is to produce wood products through 
regulated timber harvest. There are some direction statements regarding landscape pattern for Timber 
Emphasis areas, but great ﬂexibility with respect to arrangement and size of created openings exists. 
The landscape pattern is expected to be patchy, with a mosaic of patches representing the full range 
of successional stages (except, once full regulation is achieved, old growth). In general, created open-
ings range in size between 20 and 40 acres, and should blend with the natural landscape character. 
Fragmentation should be minimized where possible.C
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In this Step, information gathered in previous Steps (and also from other sources) is used to fur-
ther develop local analysis area objectives regarding the landscape pattern, in addition to what was 
gleaned from the Forest Plan. Speciﬁcally, the future landscape will be described in terms of the 
types and arrangement of landscape elements (patches, corridors, matrix). These statements consti-
tute the “design elements” of the future landscape. At this point, we will not be too concerned about 
the placement of these elements on the land; the step that follows will provide the actual design of 
the pattern on the landforms. On the other hand, if information about the desired location of certain 
attributes IS available, it can be included at this Step. But the emphasis here will be on a narrative 
description of the future landscape pattern.
It is probably not possible to have a discussion about landscape objectives (or any other kind) in 
the absence of personal values; everyone has expectations about what landscapes “should” provide, 
ecologically, aesthetically and economically. In this Step, practitioners may ﬁnd it very frustrating 
that the landscape pattern objectives do not spring fully-formed from the landscape analysis process 
(Steps 1-5). To help alleviate some of this frustration, the next paragraph identiﬁes some sources from 
which landscape function and pattern objectives may be derived.
First of all, the Management Area Goal Statements from the Forest Plan are good indicators of the 
emphasis placed on various resources in the analysis area as a whole. While not speciﬁc as to land-
scape pattern, they generally provide a hierarchy of values or expectations for the analysis area. Next, 
scoping of public opinions regarding how the Forest Plan will be implemented within the analysis 
area will have taken place at some point, and important resource issues will have been identiﬁed. 
This information can be used to prioritize landscape functions that are of particular public concern 
in the analysis area. In some cases it will be desirable to involve interested members of the public 
directly in developing objectives about landscape patterns and functions. Finally, reports, maps and 
observations of resource specialists are necessary in this Step, as they further deﬁne the nature and 
spatial dynamics of landscape functions. It bears emphasis at this point that the task in this process is 
NOT to deal with ALL the resource issues that may be present for a particular planning area, but only 
those that relate to landscape pattern. Other issues are treated in other parts of the overall planning or 
design process.
Once important landscape functions/resource issues have been identiﬁed, the information from the 
Analysis Phase (Steps 1-5) is used to make interpretations about what structural elements (matrix, 
STEP 7
LANDSCAPE PATTERN
OBJECTIVES (NARRATIVE)Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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corridors, patches) and landscape patterns are needed to provide for them. Using the following ques-
tions will help lead toward statements about landscape pattern objectives:
Are there some rare, unusual, critical or unique landscape elements we want to protect or en-
hance, e.g., wetlands, travel corridors, blocks of old growth with interior habitat, etc.? Are there 
patches or areas of the matrix between which connectivity should be maintained?
Is there anything missing that should be introduced or restored (e.g., “naturalize” square patch 
shapes, restore native community composition to disturbed areas, etc.)?
To what extent, and where, do we want to emulate certain elements of natural landscape pat-
terns? If one believes that 1) “natural” levels of diversity (of composition, structure and process) 
sustains ecosystem resilience, and 2) species diversity is fostered by habitat diversity, then there 
is much to be gained by mimicking some aspects of landscape patterns created through natural 
processes. Just what these aspects are and how they can be re-created in a managed landscape 
deserves serious consideration at this step.
Are there areas of the landscape where it is desirable to minimize fragmentation? Are there areas 
where a high degree of edge and contrast is desirable? Are there areas where gradual changes 
rather than sharp edges (landscape without lines) are desirable?
Now, objectives about landscape pattern from the Forest Plan is combined with the answers to the 
questions above to develop statements about desired future landscape patterns, i.e.:
What kinds, sizes, shapes and arrangements of patches/corridors/matrix are desirable in differ-
ent parts of the landscape? Sometimes it is helpful to answer this separately for each Forest Plan 
Management Area Category.
There will be those who become frustrated at this point because there may not be one “right” answer 
to these questions. It must be pointed out that the process of design IS highly subjective. Sometimes 
there is a feeling that it is “wrong” to make statements about the future landscape pattern unless the 
process is impersonal and objective, and that it would therefore be better to simply develop individual 
projects where opportunities exist consistent with the Forest Plan, without describing the landscape a 
priori. However, where the Landscape Analysis and Design Process is informed by 1) goals, stan-C
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dards and guidelines and Desired Future Condition statements from the Forest Plan, 2) public input 
regarding resource issues for the particular planning area and 3) best resource expertise available, 
it is not only appropriate but necessary to describe how the future landscape will look and function. 
With or without such statements, land managers manipulate landscapes; it makes more sense to create 
landscape patterns by design than by accident.
It is important to emphasize here that this Step does NOT involve making decisions about land al-
locations. Those decisions were made at the Forest Plan stage. What this Step does is describe HOW 
those earlier decisions will be carried out for a particular area, with respect to landscape pattern and 
function.
As a ﬁnal note, practitioners are encouraged to avoid being excessively circumscribed by the present 
in thinking about the future. The existing pattern of the landscape may be quite different from what is 
desired, but this is more a challenge than a barrier. Even though “ﬁxes” (or restoration) of landscape 
patterns may take a long time to implement, some actions are more likely to lead in that direction 
than others. This being the case, it may be desirable to describe “interim” landscape patterns that will 
eventually lead to the desired end. These interim patterns act as near-term checkpoints, and help give 
focus to management activities that will take place in the near future.
The starting point for this Step was a variety of maps, reports and personal observations from re-
source specialists, and a report on signiﬁcant resource issues that had been developed from public 
comments prior to commencement of the Landscape Analysis and Design Process. These sources 
were used, along with information from the Analysis Phase (Steps 1-5) to answer the questions listed 
below:
Q: Are there some rare, unusual, critical or unique landscape elements we want to protector enhance?
A:    The following Leoland elements should be protected:
• Wetlands surrounded by mature forest in crucial winter range area (wildlife)
• Old growth in Clackamas Wild & Scenic River corridor (recreation, visual and wildlife)
• Mature forest riparian corridor in Cripple Creek (ﬁsheries, water quality and recreation)
• Remaining mature forest patches with interior habitat (wildlife)
STEP 7 EXAMPLE
LEOLAND LANDSCAPE
PATTERN OBJECTIVESForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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• Rock outcroppings (natural diversity)
• Integrity of forest matrix in rain-on-snow and earthﬂow areas
• Roads 4635, 4630, 4631 and 4630-200 as the major travel network
Q:    Where should connectivity be maintained?
A:  For wildlife purposes, connectivity is particularly important between wetlands and mature for-
est stands in crucial winter range. Connectivity is also important along deer migration routes 
between Mitchell Flat and winter range, but it can occur across a variety of patch types.
Q:     Is there anything missing that should be introduced or restored?
A:     The following opportunities for restoration exist:
• More natural plant diversity in altered wetlands and plantations, especially in winter range
• Close and revegetate dense network of spur roads below Frog Lake and Timber Lake Job
Corps Center, to eliminate poaching and restore a more natural landscape pattern and ﬂows
• Naturalize the shapes of clearcuts in the Scenic Viewshed and Special Interest-Scenic areas
• Restore breaks in Cripple Creek riparian corridor
Q:    To what extent, and where, do we want to emulate certain elements of natural landscape pat-
terns?
A:  Emulate natural patch shapes in Earthﬂow, Scenic Viewshed and Special Interest-Scenic Man-
agement Areas. (See pp 4.28-4.32 for a description of the “natural” landscape pattern).
Q:    Are there areas where it is desirable to minimize fragmentation, etc.?
A:    Minimize fragmentation in the Scenic Viewshed. In winter range some edge and contrast is 
desirable (constrained by Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines).
Next, the statements about landscape pattern from the Forest Plan (Step 6) are combined with the 
answers to questions above, using both to identify landscape pattern objectives speciﬁcally for the 
Leoland area. These constitute the design elements that will be used in the Step that follows (Step 8).C
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Q:  What kinds, sizes, shapes and arrangements of patches/corridors/matrix are desirable for each   
  Management Area?
Special Interest - Scenic (A4) Landscape appears natural, especially from Rd. 4635 and trail 
#704
A diverse and highly textured pattern of “ﬁngers” and patches of 
forest interspersed with irregular rocky openings on the steeplys-
loping, south-facing portion below Mitchell Flat 
On Mitchell Flat itself, small irregularly-shaped openings in the 
forest matrix to provide views to the south.
Additional viewpoints on the southern edge of Mitchell Flat, con-
nected by a network of trails.
Clackamas Wild/Scenic R. (B1)  A forested corridor, emphasizing old growth character.
Scenic Viewshed (B2) In W. portion of Cripple Creek drainage (vicinity of large interior 
forest patch), a forested matrix with a few small openings that 
emulate natural rock outcroppings. 
North slope of drainage appears forested. Interior forest patch 
retains non-edge characteristics. No mid-slope roads.
Mature forest riparian corridor along Cripple Creek and its lower 
slopes.
In the upper portion of Cripple Creek and areas of the Scenic 
Viewshed outside the Cripple Creek drainage (where the forest 
matrix is currently fragmented by clearcutting) larger openings 
within the forest matrix, contoured to harmonize with landforms.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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Earthﬂow (B8)  A matrix of mature and young forest with interspersed small (10 
acres or less) openings. At least 1/3 of the matrix (which makes 
up at least 75% of the total Management Area) is large sawtimber 
in patches of 30 acres or larger (the rest can be small sawtimber). 
Young and mature forest stands have a hardwood component (red 
alder and bigleaf maple).
Irregularly shaped (to minimize distance to a forested edge) and 
variable-size (with a maximum of 10 acres) openings. Similar 
in pattern to that seen in historic photos of the Clackamas River 
ﬂoodplain (see Step 4), resulting from natural ﬁre patterns. The 
acreage in shrub/forb and open sapling/pole patches does not 
exceed 10% of the total earthﬂow area. Openings are dominated 
by native forage species.
Wetlands surrounded and connected by stands that retain cover 
characteristics of mature forest.
Timber Emphasis (C1) Similar to the portion of upper Cripple Creek within the Scenic 
Viewshed, i.e., larger openings shaped to conform with natural 
landform and vegetation patterns. A higher proportion of residual 
trees retained, individually and in groups, to mitigate growing 
season frost.
Finally, an additional question was posed:
Q: Is it necessary to adjust the Forest Plan to accomplish the above objectives?
A: No, the statements above are consistent with the existing Forest Plan allocation and Management 
Direction.C
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Once written objectives have been developed (Step 7) that describe in words the target landscape pat-
tern of an analysis area, they must be given spatial form in the context of the actual landforms. Thus, 
Step 8 of the Landscape Analysis and Design Process is the task of designing landscape patterns that 
meet certain objectives: where the ideal becomes real.
DESIGN AND PLANNING
“Planning” is usually a two dimensional exercise that does not result in a deﬁned spatial pattern on a 
real landscape. Products such as land use maps are derived from a planning process. They describe 
what is allowed to occur in various areas, and provide guidance or parameters about various land 
uses, but fall short of organizing deﬁned patterns that can be described and tested in three dimensions. 
“Design” takes the next step, into the realm of deliberate pattern creation. Whereas planning can be 
described as a left brain, analytical activity, design is a right brain, intuitive one. In the Landscape 
Analysis and Design Process, the language of landscape ecology connects “planning” to “design”, by 
its focus on patterns in the landscape. Thus, in Step 8, the goal is to describe the relationship of future 
vegetation patterns to landforms, develop a conceptual circulation system, and ﬁt the overall program 
to the landscape in a way that allows it to be visualized, mapped and described.
THE BRITISH ARE COMING
Much of the inspiration for this approach comes from work done by Landscape Architects in the Brit-
ish Forestry Commission over the past 25 years. Once largely covered in forest, Britain was gradually 
deforested over a several thousand-year process of settlement, agriculture, timber cutting, and sheep 
grazing. After the First World War, the British began “afforesting” worn out grazing areas with coni-
fer plantations. These tended to be monocultures of straight rowed, non-native species, completely 
out of harmony with the natural and cultural landscape. Public resistance grew, mostly on aesthetic 
grounds, but also for ecological reasons. The British response was to develop a “redesign” process 
(through the work of Dame Sylvia Crowe), that sought to better harmonize forests with landforms 
and open vegetation patterns. Increasingly, species and structural diversity, developing recreation op-
portunities, and preserving or restoring special plant communities or habitats are being considered, as 
well as timber production. Thus, while the British system is more heavily weighted toward aesthetics 
than the Landscape Analysis and Design Process, the overall approach is still useful.
STEP 8
FOREST LANDSCAPE DESIGNForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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In the words of Simon Bell, Chief Landscape Architect for the British Forestry Commission, “the 
design basically makes manifest in landscape terms what the Desired Future Condition actually is, 
where it goes, how much there is and the patterns it creates ....” The linkage of vegetation patterns 
to underlying landforms is perhaps the most useful innovation developed by the British, in that the 
landform is viewed as the “permanent” feature of the landscape; vegetation patterns may come and 
go, but the geomorphology remains.
ELEMENTS OF THE DESIGN STEP
Designing at the scale envisioned in Landscape Analysis and Design is by necessity coarsegrained. 
A broad-brush, sweeping approach is appropriate; one must think in terms of groupings of landscape 
elements rather than single stands. Someone has referred to such large scale design as “painting with 
a comet’s tail.” The goal should be to create an overall picture of desired vegetation patterns within 
the analysis area, setting the stage for more detailed work to follow.
To begin the design stage a “Landform Analysis” is carried out. This helps bring out the threedimen-
sional character of the landscape that is often lacking in traditional maps, particularly in mountainous 
landscapes. (In gentle topography, more subtle variations, such moil types or water table depth could 
be relied on as inﬂuences on the design.) An analysis of the topography is an important ﬁrst step 
because it deﬁnes, in large part, the operational environment of the landscape. It has a strong inﬂu-
ence on natural vegetation patterns, ﬂows of animals, wind and water. It is also what is “seen” as the 
underlying form of the landscape, and human-inﬂuenced vegetation patterns or roads that are dishar-
monious with landforms offend the intuitive sense of what is appropriate. Additionally, landforms are 
much longer-lived than the vegetation patterns that occur on them at any given moment. By “read-
ing” the landforms, one can get a feel for how vegetation patterns might be placed in a manner that 
promotes connectivity, or what “mixes” of patch types reﬂect natural landscape diversity. Landforms 
should be analyzed in both two and three dimensions so as to reveal both the most prominent and 
subtle topographic features.
The second piece of information useful as background for design is a comprehensive “Opportunities 
and Constraints Map.” This map shows the most important form-giving inﬂuences, such as where 
forage openings are needed, where connectivity should be improved, and which areas should be 
protected or restored. Again, the focus should be on items that will inﬂuence the large spatial patterns, 
although some site speciﬁc issues can be identiﬁed here as well, particularly if it is desirable to track C
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them into later stages. Identifying and agreeing on opportunities and constraints is also a good reality 
check for the project team that helps build awareness about the limits of a particular landscape to 
satisfy every desire.
As mentioned earlier, the leap from purely analytical thinking to creative thinking requires shifting 
to intuitive skills. There is no one “scientiﬁcally correct” way to manage forest landscapes. While the 
science of landscape ecology is essential as background for making reasonable decisions, no amount 
of analysis can substitute for creative thinking. On the other hand, once the design phase is reached, 
creativity in the absence of science will not likely result in solutions that preserve the ecologic func-
tions that are of concern. It is also important to note that there is no known method to “design” the 
way out of unresolved policy conﬂicts. Whether to place an area in wilderness or timber production is 
not a design question; land use policies must be worked out to some level of satisfaction (e.g., Forest 
Plans) before design can have a chance to succeed.
There has been some confusion about the role of individual resource overlays (mapped via GIS 
or manually) in generating a target landscape design. Many are familiar with Design With Nature 
(McHarg, 1969), in which overlays may appear to magically generate solutions without the need 
for subjective action. In fact, one cannot build a design directly from overlays, but must use them to 
reveal important features about an area that should be retained or enhanced. The idea is to document 
opportunities and limits inherent in the analysis area by mapping them, then to put these maps aside, 
develop designs, and test designs against the resource concerns. Again, the mapping is purely analyti-
cal, while the design is relying on the subjective ability to “read the landscape.”
There is nothing harder than staring at a blank piece of tracing paper, waiting for a design to drop 
in from... someplace. At some point the designer must take pen to paper (or mouse to digitizer) and 
begin laying out the broad scale forest patterns that are the essence of the target landscape design. It 
is easiest to begin with the most obvious, usully those areas that are to be protected or only minimally 
altered, such as stream corridors, wetlands, old growth blocks or Management Areas in a “preserve” 
status. The idea is to give form to areas that will ultimately be treated in a similar manner. Thus one 
area might be “mature, unfragmented forest”, another with frequent man-made openings, a third per-
manently maintained openings, and so forth. There may be places where restoration of the vegetation 
to something very different from what exists at present would be desired, such as replacing a failed 
plantation of off-site species. On the Shawnee National Forest in Southern Illinois for example, a Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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long term project is underway to convert large areas back to an open “Oak Barrens”, a pre-European 
settlement landscape once common in that region, but now amost non-existent (Stritch, 1991). De-
signs should be conceptual, or “bubble diagram” style at ﬁrst. Several options can be developed and 
considered. Viable alternatives are then reviewed by the project team and/or interested members of 
the public, with an eye towards determining which one best satisﬁes the objectives laid out in Step 7.
Once a concept design is agreed upon, it is further developed and reﬁned to a level of resolution ap-
propriate to the area. Individual harvest units could be proposed, roads or trails suggested, potential 
projects identiﬁed. Generally the goal of this stage is to paint a picture of the large scale landscape 
pattern that is clear enough for people to see and interpret, and for further development of site-spe-
ciﬁc projects.
The human circulation system (roads and trails) should be an integral part of Step 8. Human access 
routes can have both negative and positive effects on the landcape ﬂows of a particular area. Negative 
consequences include interruption of wildlife migration, siltation of streams, increase in poaching or 
harrassment, and visual unattractiveness. Positive consequences include providing human access to 
an area, and to the extent that humans are stewards and users in the landscape, they are vital cor-
ridors. It is very important to analyze the circulation pattern with these things in mind. “Access and 
Travel Management” is a planning method that can be easily integrated into the Landscape Analysis 
and Design Process to help determine access needs and problems.
THE ROLE OF THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
Landscape architects are generally the resource specialists most likely to be at home with the spatial 
design processes inherent in completing Step 8, since something like “master planning” is generally 
part of their training. Since tradition has dictated that the focus of landscape architects be primar-
ily on aesthetics (mostly visual appearance), it is important to emphasize that the design task as 
described here is not driven by aesthetics, but rather synthesizing objectives with real landscapes, 
applying design techniques to generate and display the results. Consequently, the landscape architect 
needs to become somewhat separated from visual and aesthetic concerns in Step 8, and become a 
designer occupied with integrating and displaying the manner in which the Step 7 objectives become 
realized in the analysis area.C
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Put another way, Visual Quality Objectives (VQO’s) are useful in the information-gathering stages of 
Landscape Analysis and Design, including location of viewpoints, determination of sensitivity levels, 
and assessment of existing conditions. But once into Step 8, landscape architects must be willing to 
put their “visuals” hat on the shelf and put on a “synthesizer’s” hat. Where VQO’s tend to impose the 
aesthetic of the landscape from above (based on degree of naturalness), Step 8 generates the aesthetic 
based on the synthesis of multiple objectives within the landscape. To the extent that the design is 
consistent with Forest Plan objectives, the VQO’s will in any case be satisﬁed.
Step 7, by describing the landscape pattern objectives for Leoland, set the stage for the subsequent 
design. A question that often arises from those who have seen the Leoland example of Step 8 is “But 
how did you make those lines right where they are?” This question is difﬁcult to answer, in that the 
design of the landscape pattern is not arrived at by completely objective means, as has been pointed 
out.
In Leoland, the landscape architect took the objectives stated in Step 7, prepared a Landform Analysis 
and Opportunities and Constraints map (Figures 20 and 21), and then subjectively began to allocate 
patterns to particular areas. The map of Landscape Elements (Figure 10) was very useful in providing 
clues as to where one pattern might merge with another, especially where an existing patch corre-
sponded well with a landform. It was determined that ﬁve pattern “types” were needed in Leoland: 1) 
unfragmented, mature forest, 2) “patchy” forest with small openings, 3) open forest with huckleber-
ries, 4) natural brush openings, and 5) developed areas with restored community composition. The 
design sorted out these patterns on the ground.
The mature, unfragmented forest is the pattern type that forms the matrix for Leoland, so it was lo-
cated ﬁrst. (Figure 22) This was done by providing a shape that followed landforms around the exist-
ing interior habitat and riparian areas. Several alternatives were considered. Once the matrix pattern 
was satisfactory, the “patchy” forest areas were deﬁned, again deriving the shapes by ﬁtting edges 
to landforms and existing patches where possible. The other pattern types then more or less fell into 
place. The “open forest with huckleberries” area was located at high elevations in the Paciﬁc Silver
STEP 8 EXAMPLE - LEOLAND
“TARGET LANDSCAPE” DESIGNForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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                                                                Drainages
Major
Minor
                                                                 Ridgelines
Major
Minor
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Interior forest habitat area
  Opportunity to maintain
  forest character
Old School at Three Lynk
  Opportunity to restore and
  convert to Environmental
  Education Center
Dense road network results
in big game harrassment.
  Opportunity to close some roads.
  
Importnad wetlands/old
growth interface area.
Winter range area
  Opportunity to create small
  openings and thin plantations
 
Opportunity to restore
wetlands and other natural
habitat in developed areas
Interior habitat area
Escarpment provides opportunity
to break design units
Highly disturbed lansdcape
at Frog Lake
  Opportunity to restore native
  plant community for scenic
  and wildlife use
Disturbed wet meadow used
as shooting range.
  Opportunity to restore and close
Seasonal elk migration
pattern through Oak Grove Fork
valley into wetlands.
  Opportunity to restore and
  maintain wet meadows.
  Opportunity to develop wildlife
  viewing area.
Open grassy slopes provide habitat
for bobcat and other species.
High diversity and aesthetic values.
  Opportunity to keep open 
  with prescribed ﬁre.
Interior forest area
Rectangular harvest units unnatural appearing.
  Opportunity to reshape to improve scenic quality.
Upper elevation ridges provide huckleberries
Severe frost requires protection of overstory trees.
  Opportunity to manage area for
  timber and huckleberry combination.
Seasonal deer migration
along prominent ridgelines.
Prominent break in Cripple
Creek old growth corridor.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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MATRIX CONCEPT
Areas to retain or create
unfragemented forest with
old growth characteristicsC
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Fir Zone, based on the potential for huckleberries there. The “open brushy” areas correspond with 
existing patches.
A considerable amount of time was spent developing “concept designs” in a loose, free-ﬂowing man-
ner, trying to avoid getting too rigid too early on (Figure 23). Once the concept was acceptable, it was 
developed further by adjusting forms, testing in three dimensions, and adding thoughts on speciﬁc 
project opportunities that tie into the pattern (e.g. an elk viewing area). The ﬁnal “Target Landscape 
Pattern” is combined with the “Illustrative Forest Design” to set the stage for future project design 
(Figures 24 and 25). Some reviewers of the Leoland design have remarked that it seems to show a lot 
of “mature forest” matrix. Is it realistic to call for selective management over such a large area? Yet, 
the design ﬁts the Forest Plan intent for this area, which emphasizes wildlife and scenic values. If the 
Forest Plan had declared the whole site to be “Timber Emphasis”, then the design would have much 
less mature forest, but the patterns would still be ﬁtted to the landforms.
The human circulation pattern for Leoland was determined primarily by looking at where people 
want and need to get to, how often, and by what means. The main road that provides access to high 
elevation trailheads on Mitchell Flat (Rd. 4635) was felt to be very important for recreation and 
management access, as was the road that follows the pipeline (Rd. 4630 and 4630-200). Several other 
roads are not essential, and have been recommended for closure in the winter range area in order to 
reduce poaching and harassment problems. Reconstruction of the Cripple Creek Trail has also been 
recommended in the design.Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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Three Lynx historic district
and Environmental Learning
Center development
Forest “retention” area
to protect scenic quality
and ﬁsheries
Wetland/forest interface
Develop road closure
plan for this area
Forest “retention” along
stream valleys to protect 
water quality and aesthetics
Restore wetlands and native
Landscape in TLJCC and
Ripplebrook areas
Develop restoration plan
for Frog Lake area
Wetland restoration areas
(elk viewing opportunity, 
develop facility)
Prescribe burn area to
retain open habitat
and scenic character
Forest “retention” area to 
protect interior habitat
Forest “retention” 
along stream valleys
Natural shaped forest
openings within forest matrix
(10 acre max within landform unit)
Retain forest character in
Cripple Creek corridor for scenic. 
water quality, and “connectivity”.
Open forest with huckleberriesC
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Unfragmented forest with
old growth characteristics
Patchy forest with 5-10 acre
openings, 60% closed canopy
Open forest with 
huckleberry understory
Natural openings
maintained by ﬁre
Developed areas with restored 
natural communitiesForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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Develop landscape monitoring site at Fish Creek Mountain
Create small (<10 acre) openings
within 60% closed canopy forest
Improve trailhead
and develop
interpretive plan
Close spur roads
to reduce poaching
Create small (<10 
acre) openings within 60% 
closed canopy forest
Thin young plantations
to retain forage production
Restore native
herbs and shrubs
Maintain or restore
closed canopy forest 
with old growth
characteristics.
Restore native plant
communities and wetlands at
Ripplebrook and Timberlake
Maintain wet meadow with prescribed ﬁre,
develop elk viewing area
Create small (<10 acre)
openings within 60%
closed canopy forest
Restore native
wetland vegetation
Retain overstory trees for frost protection
Manage natural-appearing stands with huckleberry openings
Develop a roadside viewing area
Maintain or restore closed canopy forest 
with old growth characteristics
Reshape existing clearcuts to naturalize
Maintain open habitat
with prescribed ﬁreC
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Once the Step 8 is ﬁnished, the Landscape Analysis and Design process is complete. What does one 
do with the results? Chapter 3 discusses where this product ﬁts in with conventional National Forest 
planning and design processes. One or more of the following uses will be appropriate:
•  As the basis for generating proposals for projects
•  As the basis for evaluating the effects of proposals on landscape level phenomena
•  As a tool for communicating with the public about how implementation of projects will look aes-
thetically and function ecologically
Undoubtably, many questions will arise with application of this process. In the ﬁnal Chapter, some 
that have arisen a number of times already are discussed. The hope is that the learning process will 
continue, with a wider circle of practitioners. For this reason, the authors invite comment about any 
of the concepts or procedures presented in this publication. Correspondence may be addressed to:
Nancy Diaz and Dean Apostol, Mt. Hood National Forest, 2955 NW Division, Gresham, OR 97030
NOW WHAT?Forest Landscape Analysis and Design
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In the development and testing of the Landscape Analysis and Design Process, several questions 
emerged that did not have generic answers, mostly relating to the application of the Process in a 
given set of circumstances. Given the diversity of organizational structures, skills available and work-
ing relationships among those likely to use the Process, the answers will vary widely among different 
groups. But it seems important give some thought to these questions at some point, probably before 
the process is even started. Below are provided comments, NOT answers.
Q: Should there be only one target landscape, or should there be more than one, emphasizing differ-
ent resources?
This question arose on a planning area where the NEPA process was being carried out in conjunc-
tion with the Integrated Resource Analysis. The concern was that the “target landscape” would 
circumscribe the development of a wide enough range of alternatives. There are two “ﬁxes” for this: 
1) to have more than one target landscape, and 2) to have alternatives that don’t achieve the target 
landscape. In practice, it is probably easier and more logical to choose “ﬁx” #2. Since the analysis 
and design process is intended to achieve an integration of resource concerns, and to portray how the 
Forest Plan will be implemented on the ground, it has not seemed logical to have alternative target 
landscapes.
O: To what extent should outputs (i.e., timber volume, recreation visitor days, numbers of wildlife 
species, etc.) be used to generate the target landscape?
This will vary by planning group, depending on the circumstances and philosophy of local decision-
makers. Generally, outputs are a measure by which the target landscape is evaluated, but not the basis 
for its generation. The focus should be on the landscape pattern that satisﬁes the Forest Plan and local 
resource concerns.
O: What is the best way to provide connectivity in landscapes - through corridors or within the ma-
trix?
This is a question of considerable debate among ecologists. It depends largely on what species or 
ﬂow connectivity is being provided for: for example, people travel better in corridors - roads or trails 
- than through the matrix, while highly mobile birds may depend less on corridors. The question must 
therefore be answered in the context of local landscape dynamics.C
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Q: What is the implementation timeframe for the target landscape (how long will it take to get there), 
and should there be checkpoints along the way?
The answer to this questions depends largely on how close to the target landscape pattern an area cur-
rently is. One approach is to specify a target landscape without worrying about how long it will take 
to get there, then develop some 10-, 20- or 50- year increments that show how the landscape pattern 
evolves as projects are implemented. This usually will need to happen in conjunction with develop-
ment of individual projects and their implementation schedules.
O: Where do public involvement/participation/values ﬁt in?
Again, the answer varies with individual circumstances. One possibility that seems workable in most 
situations is to elicit input about landscape patterns in the scoping stage, and then have a review of 
the target landscape pattern include interested and knowledgeable members of the public. There also 
have been instances where private citizens have been successfully involved in the actual development 
of the target landscape, along with the interdisciplinary team.
Q: What is an appropriate level of detail in the ﬁnal design?
There are two considerations to address here: 1) there needs to be ENOUGH detail so that individual 
projects can be evaluated to determine whether they will help achieve the target landscape pattern; 
and 2) the design needs to be FLEXIBLE enough to allow for alternatives among and within projects 
(to satisfy NEPA requirements).
Q: What resources are needed to complete this task, and how much time should it take?
This process can be conducted by the kinds of resource specialists available to most any interdis-
ciplinary team. Basic requirements are: a map of existing vegetative types, information about how 
wildlife, water, people, etc. use the landscape, and some basic understanding of natural processes 
within the area. The latter is often the most conjectural, and most difﬁcult to get information about; 
it would be desirable to have an ecologist available to consult with regarding disturbances. In recent 
applications, it took 1 to 3 weeks to complete the Process for various analysis areas. It is important to 
note most of that time (2 of the 3 weeks in the latter case) involved the landscape architect working 
on Step 8. Steps 1 through 7 generally took 3 to 5 days. In general, existing information was used and 
additional data were not collected.APPENDIX
Common and Scientiﬁc
Plant NamesForest Landscape Analysis and Design
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TREES
Bigleaf maple Acer macrophyllum
Douglas-ﬁr Pseudatsuga menziesii
Mountain hemlock Tsuga mertensiana
Noble ﬁr Abies procera
Paciﬁc silver ﬁr Abies amabilis
Red alder Alnus rubra
Western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla
SHRUBS
Big huckleberry Vaccinium membranaceum
Bitter cherry Prunus emarginata
California hazel Corylus cornuta var. californica
Dwarf Oregongrape Berberis nervosa
Red huckleberry Vaccinium parvifolium
Red-ﬂowered currant Ribes sanguineum
Redstem ceanothus Ceanothus sanguineus
Rhododendron Rhododendron macrophyllum
Salal Gaultheria shallon
Scotch broom Cytisus scoparius
Snowberry Symphoricarpos mollis or albiﬂorus
Snowbrush ceanothus Ceanothus velutinus
Sticky currant Ribes viscosissimum
Thimbleberry Rubus parviﬂorus
Trailing blackberry Rubus ursinus
Vine maple Acer circinatum
Western blackcap Rubus leucodermis
Willow Salix spp
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FORBS AND GRASSES
Beargrass Xerophyllum tenax
Brackenfern Pteridium aquilinum
Bunchberry dogwood Cornus canadensis
Common brome Bromus vulgaris
Fireweed Epilobium angustifolium
Orchardgrass Dactylis glomerata
Oxalis Oxalis oregana
Pearly everlasting Anaphalis margaritaceae
Queen Anne’s lace Daucus carota
Reed canarygrass Phalaris arundinaceae
Swordfern Polystichum munitum
Vanillaleaf Achlys triphylla
White hawkweed Hieracium albiﬂorum